ASV unveils new posi-track loader

Above, ASV’s newest product, the VT-70 High Output Posi-Track machine was unveiled this week at the company’s test track in Grand Rapids. The VT-70 features unmatched power, comfort, serviceability and speed for lift, carry and load tasks. It has an amplified level of torque and an efficient hydraulic system for operators to get maximum performance.

Below, Buck Storlie, ASV Product Line Manager, pointed out some of the features of ASV engineering before showcasing the new VT-70. This included a closed design, ASV evolved the first Posi-Track rubber tracked compact track loader in 1990. Starting with a closed design, ASV evolved the first rubber tracked compact track loader called the track truck as ASV’s first product, meant for traveling over adverse ground conditions such as snow. However, it didn’t take long for the manufacturer to switch gears, using its experience to develop the first Posi-Track rubber tracked compact track loader in 1995. Starting with a closed design, ASV evolved the first rubber tracked compact track loader in 1990. Starting with a closed design, ASV evolved the first rubber tracked compact track loader in 1990.